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E/PC/T/C.IV/PV/9
CHAIRMAN: We have before us the Rapportour's revise of thereportotthis

Committee, on this occas8on in Englishonly, asarranged withthe French

Delegation last night. Before I come to the report I went to ? ? Committee

know thatMr.? W.tcehas had fr=omthe Nce York office of the IUnioeh

Nations an inquiry w.ehteor teo as eot unborn I.T.O.w0 eishos endsqranyc rpa'ty

to represent it at thA..e F.omO. Cmission in Washingonowtnhata,the labours
of thimms Ceeoitet are ovr. It occurred to me twehat migeht b ine ae bttr

poositin tmo coe toiew a v on thatw ifnewwew emho aenyg DIeatiorns ae

idntgncnd to have Win .sghin tonforima temi mners who have taken part in the

preocedings of thism Comee.itt I wonder if I could ainsk w mho any cases that

.ll be so?Will 'Deeloeato raise ethcr.hands if that is so? - -- -

Theerfeor in atelast feiv cesas those who have attended this Cmomieett will

b inW:shington for a imtl. M a-wova.vice to the Cmmoottee would ebcthat

we should askM r. Wyundamh W hiet to eplly to New York in teh senes that as at

least fi? national Deelgations will have in W ashignton officials who have eebn

resent at the neetcngs of thisiCommixte weothink it is unnecessarySf'or us to

take on the somewhat invidious task of designation one particular person or

two or three particular persons to represent this Committee, and that in fact

the objective will be achieved by the presence in Wshington of the pceple

Wwo have indicated that thier Dleegations will be prsenet. Woul dthat

ngereally agrrebal?e

.W amy n wo turn to the report of this Comimitee I think the cquikset

method -- an dI masur ethe Committee wnat meto adopt the quickest emthod-

would be if I wer toecall acheparagrh, apor in some cases groups of

arapgraphs, an,idf the Rapporteur eree iedimmatcye to say vey srhortly what is

the content of the paragraphs. If it is historical or descriptive probably

the Comitmt -fellwible prepared, having s toeehe rovpious version, to pass it

without too much detailed attention. If the Rmpaortur etells us that the

paragraph incorporates a reservation or, a coentmmof spciU inalterest to one

Delegation, then we can spnd ea fw meinutes longer n tohospareticular

paragraphs. ulwWd that be an acceptable ay. of proceeding? wiIll start

ithwparagraphs o1 6 on paes g1 and 2.

.
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THE ?: These paragraphs are purely a descriptive outline of the Committee's

work, the number of meetings hold, the papers received and so on. There is

nothing of substance in them.

THE CHAIRMN: I assume those are adopted, as there is no comment. Page 3,

paragraph 1.

THE RAPPORTEUR: Paragraph 1 attempts to present a statement of the broad

considerations, why there should be a chapter on commodity ? in

an international trade charter. It simply sets out the contributions also

that international commodity arrangements can make towards the fulfilment of

the purposes of the Charter.



CHAIRMAN::Are there nyrcmmesnsb? Thenthat4 is dopted. 2

Now pagaarrph 2.

TEARUOPT UREt This pargraGa h-ontains the point made at 'he?mMnetin,g9 that

the Cmomittee did not attempt to lay down prcoedures an mdethdos for ealingd
ith particular commo~i-ies, but mnrely attempted to draw up broad principles

which might cover every type of circumstance.
THE CHAIRMAN: Paragraph 3?

THE RAPPORTEUR: Paragraph 3 is a short statement of the scope of the problems that

are to be covered in this chapter. Here is the statement of the Iimitation to

primary commodities and the paragraph contains the point made at the last meeting,

that the Interim Drafting Committee might examine the use of the words "primary,

agricultural, mineral, etc." throughout the chapter, with a view to obtaining

a uniformity and consistency in their use.We are simply askng the Drafting

Committee to look at this question.

MR MOSTIN (Belgium) (interpretation): Mr Chairman, yesterday the question of

ministries was brought up, and I see that there is no mention of it in paragraph

THERAPPORTEUR: It is mentioned in another place.

THE CHAIRMAN: Paragraphs 4 and 5?

THE CHAIRMAN: paragraph 4 describes the objectives of inter-governmental

commodity arrangemnts; and. paragraph 5 goes on to elaborate them further.commodity~d
You will notice at the end of paragraph 5 that the question of fisheries is

entioned there. The mpoint w-s Le yesterday that the objective concerning

the conservnaation of tural reousources wld neead some clrification particularly

with reoference t its effect upon Fishery Conventions, and it is specifically

stated that it is not intended that that objective should rraignmeclude anents

regardi Fisheries Conventions.

: There has not been an opportunity to consult the Norwegian Delegation

onthisording, g tho:u I havee very reason to believe that it would be satis-

fig to them;. Perhaps .em CoGmitee would giveme authority, if there is an

oprportuynit, to speak to the Norwegian Delegation early tomorrow to insert an

additional sentence, if they wish it, reporting their views. The sentence wdoul,
inyn a case, begin: "One Delegation thought t.ha"t..

Paragraph6?
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THE RAPPORTEUR: Paragraph 6 describes the procedure suggested for initiating

intergovernmental commodity arrangements, and describes in particular the

procedure for setting up study groups.
THE CHAIRMAN: Paragraph 7?

THERAPPORTEUR: Paragraph 7 goes on to discuss the intention of the Committee
regarding the development of an intergovernmental commodity arrangement, from

the study group stage to the setting: up of a Commodity Council; and in

particular it brings out the intention of the Committee that the participation

of countries should be an increasing one-as you go from the study group up to thehM

mComodity Council. Yowu ill recall that yesterday a point was made that there

was msoe inconsistency between the requirements of Article 31 of the Charter

and the extension of benefits under this chapter to noMnm-ebers, and at the

end of the paragraph attention is dwran to this, and the Intergovernmental

Drafting mCorriittee is asked to lock into thims att.er
an

THEHAIRACMN: Would the mComittee accept a proposal forme/dmanent fmro the Chair?

I think perhaps the last sentence should read: A "ttention was drawn tAo rctile

31 paragraph 2 of the United States Draft Charte".rs

ERAPraOTER3: Oh yes.,

HE CHAIRMAs: Paraghaph 8?

THE ARPPORETUR: Paragraph 8 describes the Cmmoittee?/ intention regarding the

relationships between the I.T.O. and other cmMpetent specialised agencies in

the field of commodity policy, and it describes the procedure for brigingn

those competent agecnise into the consideration of cmmoodity policies.

HET CAIHMANR: Paragraph 9?

HE RAPPOSTEIR:;Parxgraoh 9 describes the ge6er'I prinriples that were evolved

in the Committee that should govern all intergovernmental? arrangements.

This paragraph has in it the principles rewarding voting arrangements, and

a pointwasmade atthe last day'smeetingon the question of providing an

appropriate voice to countries that are either large producers or large

consumers,andnotnecessarily largeexporters
or large importers, and,secondlyto countriesthatare both exporters and importers at thesametime,

and we arehereasking the Drafting Committee to examine the text to see
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whether the Committee's intention has been properly stated inthe text.

MR ? (France) (interpretation): Mr Chairman, the present draft of Article 9 of

the Report gives me the impression that the right of voting upon problem of

substance seems to be reserved almost entirely to importer and exporter countries.

I thought the intention of the Committee was to ensure proper representation of

the right of voting to countries whose status is described under paragraph(a) of

Article 9. I wonder if this could notbee state. in a clearerm-anner.

HECHAI1MAN; The words in the subparag~aph (a) here, I believe, are satisfactory

to the French Delegation. It is the linking of them on terms of equality with

the Indian suggestion which is reported in (b).

MR ?. (France) (interpretation): It is rather the draft of the line beginning

with the words "In regard to voting on substantive matters". My impression is

that if the Drafting Committee were composed of people who had not been able to

follow the discussions of this Committee, the Drafting Sub-Committee mightnotdEht not

have given a strong egnough roihtg of vtin to countriesa whose min iwnterest as

the provision amnd consuptimmon of cowodities heng taking reat part in international

trade.

I DE VRES (lNetherlads): I think that the intention of the Draftmming Cozntee

wgas to ive attention to the substance of the meaning of the French Delegate

in the sixth line of this page, where it is said that it was mmithe Cottee's

desire to provide appropriate voice to (a) and (b); and after that being said,

it smaid sgoethin about equal voice of importers and exporters. If you put it

-bat last sentence, you break up the nex.t Line

AIRMATC ould itma=ke tep Lointof view whichiIs pu forward if we were to

add, after the words"should be equal" something, lkie this: "giving, of cours,e

appropriate voice to the classes ofcuontriesm entioned in (a) and (b) above"?

MR UGRRAE (Cuba): I f that is inserted in thatp lace, wewlil have to change hte
wording in the flloowing sentenc,e because we rfeer again? the question of
quawity of voice.

THECHAIRMAN: May we alter both "importers" and "exporters" to "all parties"?
MRHALL (United Kingdom): I think we could get it if, instead of putting those words

at the end of the sentence, we said that the Committee reached almost unanimous
agreement, and then "without prejudice to the right of the countries referred to
in the ? sentence to appropriate voice" -- the voice of importers and
exporters should be equal.
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THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. May have it again at dictation

speed?

SIR GERARD ? (UK): "without prejudice to the right of the

countries referred to in the ? sentence to an appropriate

voice", and then as drafted.

THE CHAIRMAN: Ma vw then accept -pargroah 9 ca cacedce? (1Agced.)

Parahgrap ,10parragaph 11, rpaagraph 12.

THERPAOPRTEUR: Paratgrph 12 dsecribse the distinction that is drawn

bteewne regulatory agrnetmens nadrag.enmets taht arrenot rgeard edas

regulatoyr, and sets out brifet ythat in th ecase of raegultory ragce-

mnets they yma only b eadopted in certain welldfeinde circusmtancse.

The circzustancse hre; ar ebriefly cdscribde. Three ar etwo n?t. s

t?wishtohatw mit -.voish o ederaiatenti-n to hlt rc. The first is that

thc edl'c:l-cd& uoC to inude also thknewncondition mo-;m as

unddr-ecoy-mnt anJ sagceecndy it ise -ep-roctt in oxcc-tial.

circushapten=mcstherappis c- e -.Imac lablc et g nzruaturdCL s,

and tis proviesion hlased -en inc'd aparticmulearly to.zkl it possible

to daymtheticc ih dsdv1 Ccuctaposin perorieat' cagcs aonZ wih

lnaturac produts.

MRIER D?E VSM(): r Chairmaan, I hmallvpe a s oindntI, a

rzrc ha-vng to eraisc t, but it wdaawns r_-o our attent?ion yrhat

ad -; cged at the request of o^ne elecagercteh deinit-ionin

Article 15, paragraph 4. Now, it is not "production, trade or prices",
but "production, export or import". Must we change,. that in the second

line? It was not my idea but the ideaof another Delegation to have

"trade, export or import". - As a matter of fact, I think it was the

United KingdomDelegation that suggested that.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any objection to altering the word "trade" to the

words "export or import"? Is paragraph 12 accepted with that

amendment? (Agreed.) Paragraph 13.
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THERAPPORTEUR: .Paragraph 13 describes the thod in which the problem of

shortages may be dealt with under the proposed principles, anda

reference is made at the end of the paragraph to the discussion that

was held in the Commiittee on the last day on this matter, attention

being directed to the verbatim proceedings of this Committee of the last

day where certain interpretations wero given of the principles regarding

their application to the problem of shortages.

THE CHAIRMAN: I would like to suggest to the Committee that we are running

a very small danger in referring to the verbatim report of a meeting not

held in public and of which it is not intended to publish the records

in a document which is intended to be public. I perhaps ? we altered

the phrase "the verbatim report of the eighth meeting of Committee IV"

to "the Committee's discussion on this point," or some vague words of

that sort, that would meet the point, because the Drafting Committee

will, of course, be told which document that refers to, but it would be

better not to excite curiosity by referring specially to a record which

is not to be puibished. Any other comments on Paragraph 14.

THE RAPPORTEUR: This describes very briefly the additional principles that

are to govern regulatory agreements; and here I want to point out

particularly the desire of certain delegations for further clarification

of the term reasonable prices," and the Interim Drafting Committee is

asked to look at this matter further with a view to seeing whether

there can be any further clarifications. Also, at the end of the para-

graph, the reservation of one delegation is stated on both the question

of reasonable prices and less effective and economic sources of supply,

both of which terms are used in the text of this Article.

THE CHAIRMAN: Paragraph 15.

THE RAPPORTEUR: Paragraph 15 deals with the constitution of the commodity

councils and the method of voting and also the relationship of the

commodity councils to the Organization. There is an additional point

that is put in here, since the previous report, in the middle of the

paragraph: "It was understood that regulatory agreements might if
8.
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desired provide for qualified majorities on specific matters."That

was put in just to make clear that there was no necessity, in every

case, for simple majority voting on a commodity council, but the precise

majority required on individual matters would be decided by coach commodity

council.

MR CHANG(China): Mr Chairman, I would like to know the reason why "commodity

council" is put in brackets in the second line in the paragraph.

THECHAIRMAN: The reason is that that first sentence states that each

regulatory agreement is to have a governing body, which is a general

description of the body that administers an agreement, and we put "commodity

council" in brackets to indicate that thereafter in the text we refer to

this body as a commodity council. It follows rather shortly the device

adopted in the text of the draft Charter. Are there any other comments

on paragraph 15? Paragraph 16.

SIR GERARD CLAUSON (UK): This does not quite correspond with the text as

? finally left it. This says: "They should be effective initially for not

more than five years." The way in which we finally left it was that they

should not at any time be in force formore.ore tan five years. I also think

they have stated the initial title of the article incorrectly. It is

Article 10.

HAIREAOFLNI do not thinkwe .c edurnoturack to the tlit].ef Article 10,

but if the Drafting Comnmittee think that we have done that wronglyw e

can correct itWe. mighmt eet the point here by leaving out the word

"initially." Mawy e cross out the wordin"itially" in the second line?

DE VIrES (Netherlands): On a reading of the rep:ot.yu might fall into

a misunderstanding, , and therefore I suggest the words should b?ed

to read, "They should be effective for not more than five years, subject

to renewal."

ETHACRMIWN: ayMswe add at the end of that sentence the words" subject to

renewal"?(A greed). Paragrpah 17.

HTE ARPPOTERUR: Paragraph 17 describes the provisions adopted for the

settlement of disputes arising uneEr intergovernmenatI cmmoodity

arrangements and it states the Cmmoitte'se wish that the procedure for
.9



settlement of disputes should be the sameasthat adopted throughout

the Charter, and reference is made there to Article 76 as revised, which

was discussed at the last meeting. I would have a slight addition to

suggest in the second last line: "The Committee therefore agreed. that

disputes arising out of intergovernmental agreements, not ? in

the commodity council, should be subject to Article 76 as revised."

The CHAIRMAN: May the Chair also suggest an amendment for clarification?

Where we refer to Article 76, I think we should say "of the United States

draft Charter."" Is paragraph 17 all right asamXeneo.? (g.reed., Paragraph 18.
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THE RAPPORTEUR: Paragraph 18 describes the procedure for bringing

existing commodity agreements or existing negotiations regarding

commodity agreements in line with the general provisions of this

chapter. At the end of this paragraph the reservation of one dele-

gation is stated regarding the situation which arises when one ccun

feels that it cannot comply with the decision of the Organisation i#

this matter. There is a typographical error in line 6:. the word

continual should be "continued.'
THE CHAIRMAN: Paragraph 19? (After a pause:-) Paragraph 20?

THE RAPPORTEUR: Paragraph 20, the third line, the word "applications"

should be "application". Delete the "s" at the end.

THE CHAIRMAN: Paragraph 21

THE RAPPORTEUR: Paragraph 21 deals with the matter of escape clauses

and the Committee' sdecision regardin this question. It is also

stated that there is a reservation of one deglegation regarding the

desirability to provide for a member country vitally interested to

proceed on its own or by direct negotiation where a commodity confer

ence fails to make a recommendation. There are one or two typo..

graphical errors in that paragraph. In the third last line of the

pragraph it should be"permission for vitally interested members";

and in the secondlast line "where the commodity conference fails

to make a recommendation". "a" should be inserted after" mak".

THE CAHIRMAN: Paragraph 22.

THE RAPPORTEUR: In paragraph 22, the fourth line should be improved

by changing the words"and append suggestions " to "and agreed-on

suggestions." Then remove the word "thereon" following "suggestions

so as to read "and agreed-on suggestions for the consideration."
THE CHAIRMAN: Paragraph 23?

THE RAPPORTEUR:On 23 you will note the last two sentences refer to a

reservation made by one delegation on the proposed resolution

THE CHAIMAN: Paragraph 24?

THE RAPPORTEUR: Improvement can be made there by changing the word"attached" to "a ppended",
THE CHAIRMAN: If therearenoobservationson paragraph 24, the Committeehasalready dealt with the sections referred to in that paragraph
so Ithink we need not gothroughthem now. We shall make arrangement



with latitude to the Executive Secretary to makeanyminoreditorial
changes necessary to bring it intoline for publication as one ofthe

constituent parts of of the complete published reportof this PreparatoryCommittee?(Afterapause:-)Thennothingremainsformetodobut
toadjourn thisCommittee and tothank all the delegates very much
for their forebearance with somewhat flippant Chairman.

Professor DE VRIES (Netherlands): Mr Chairman,now that we have come

tothe end of the discussion in thisCommittee, it is avery great

pleasure to me to thank you for the bright guidance you have given
to all our meetings and all our work. We have had toremove a burden-

some surplus of speciial difficulties on this matter of agreements;
but when we read now the Report of the Committee, it struck me that

nearly every paragraph begins with the words "It was agreed"-.
Mr Chairman, that is toalarge extent the result of your work.

We feel very obligedto you inthatyou have been so friendly and so

kind in giving us a lead in this. In the second place, I have to

thank the Secretariat for having worked so hard day and night to

provide us every day again the Drafting Committee and this

Committee with all the papers. In the name of the CommitteeIhave to

apologize for causingthem so oftento have to workatnight, because

ried to proceed so quickly, having meetingsin the morning and

afternoon; then goingto sleep andlettingthe Secretariat work

everynight.Mr Chairman, Ibelieve I speak in the nameof the whole

of the Committee, when I say that we thank you and the Srecretariat for

the work you have done for us. (Applause.)
Mr.ADARKAR (India): May Iendorse the views expressed bymy friend

from the Netherlands.
THE CHAIRMAN: I am extremely grateful to the Committee. Professor De

Vries referred, I think, to the bright guidance that I had given.

Any light that came from the Chair was entirely a reflection of the

wisdom of the individual delegations,and I would like to add my bit

to what has been said about the workofthe Secretariat; because 12.
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I now let the Committee into the secret: they not on!y had to cope

with all the work that was thrown on them inevitably by the work of

the Committee: they had quite unnecessarily toput up with the bad

temper of the Chairman when hegot out ofthe Chair and saidwhat he

really thought about the delegates.
Mr GUERRA(Cuba): Iwouldlike to add aword as tothe verygood work don

by our Rapporeteur. Being appointed by theChairman previously to the

consent of the Committee, he has fulfilled the job to the entire

satisfaciton of the Committee (Applause.)

THE CHAIRMAN: For the last time I use this hammer. TheCommittee is

adjourned.

(The meeting rose at 6.9p.m.)


